
Destinations across Europe continue to relax travel restrictions, enabling the release of strong (short- and mid-
haul) pent-up demand.

STRONG PENT-UP DEMAND MEETS HIGH INFLATION AHEAD OF BUOYANT SUMMER SEASON

Reporting countries are very much divided along the 
restrictions being placed on Russian travellers.

Next best performers were Montenegero (-10%), Monaco
(-18%), Portugal (-38%), and Turkey (-41%).

Indian arrivals to Serbia were up 399% relative to
2019 thanks to its role as a loophole in other
countries travel requirements.

European tourist arrivals are now 43% below pre-pandemic levels* 

The EU and Russia have mutual entry bans in place. Only
Serbia shows growth on 2019 with arrivals being up 93% and
overnights up 170%.

Trends & Prospects - Q2/2022
European Tourism: 

 In the case of Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Croatia and
the Czech Republic, these declines remain in excess of
95%. 

Overall, American travel to Europe is in a better
place than it was three months ago.
Lithuania (+48%), Poland (+13%), and Turkey (+9%) saw a
higher amount of arrivals relative to 2019, contrary to
Belgium (-74%) and the Czech Republic (-61%).

Japanese arrivals to Serbia  fell (-66%), while nights (+83%) are
in positive territory. After Slovakia (-76%), all other reporting
destinations saw declines in Japanese visitors in excess of 80%.

 

Besides Romania (-54%), all other reporting 
countries have seen falls in excess of 70% from 
the Chinese market.

Data Sources: TourMIS, Tourism Economics, STR Global, 
Transparent, IATA, Eurocontrol

Despite tentative signs of improvement in Canadian
arrivals to Europe, there is not any consistent trend yet.

Industry Performance

Key Overseas Markets Show Early Signs of Tourism Recovery From COVID-19

The best performing destination was Poland with an increase in
arrivals (+11%) and overnights (+21%) compared to 2019. The
next best performance in Canadian arrivals was Turkey (-8%).

Travel from Japan seems to show no sign of
improvement over the quarter.

FOR DETAILED RESULTS, PLEASE HAVE A LOOK AT THE FULL REPORT

Despite travel restrictions in China and the war in Ukraine, global
(and European) RPKs increased strongly, recovering to 62.8% of
April 2019’s level.

European Hotel Performance 

Latvia -63%

Source: TourMIS  *date varies (Jan-May) by destination

Czech Republic -56%

-52%

European hotel occupancy as a whole grew 114% compared to a year
ago. Room rates were also higher (+48.1%) yielding RevPAR growth of
217%.

International Air Passenger Growth (Europe)

Short-term rentals saw all major online travel agents
experiencing global demand within 4% of 2019 levels.

Special Focus:
STAFF SHORTAGES WITHIN THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY

Many destinations continue to report low activity from
Australia.
Turkey noted a -30% in Australian arrivals relative to 2019.
Next up was Monaco with -42%. Serbia noted -43% in arrivals
although the number of nights was up to -7%.

There are tentative signs of Brazillian outbound
travel to Europe improving.
Montenegro was the strongest performer with nights
(+115%) and arrivals (+46%) up on 2019 levels. Arrivals in
Slovakia (-73%) and Czech Republic (-70%) still trail behind.
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In Europe the volume of flights was down just 10% compared to
April 2019.

The World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC) cited that
tourism employment in Europe fell by 9.3% by the close of 2020,
equating to a loss of 3.6 million jobs.

Following Europe-wide relaxation of travel restrictions in the
spring of 2022, demand for travel has grown faster than most
travel businesses had been expecting.

The restricted pool of available workers due to changes to
European visa requirements. 
The sector being viewed as a more unstable employment
opportunity post-Covid. 
Longer lead times on worker checks between recruitment
and employment. 

Staff shortages have several compounding factors:

Travel and tourism spending and employment

The National Tourism Development Authority in Ireland
surveyed the travel sector and found that 88% of businesses
have had difficulty in recruiting new staff, and 68% have had
difficulty in rehiring, and with the issues extending Europe-
wide, staff shortages are clearly hampering the sector.

Employment in Air Transport by Quarter

The most recent data shows that four in five reporting destinations posted declines in arrivals below 50% over
2019.
Worsening inflation, prolonged war disruption, the resurgence of the pandemic and economic turmoil continues to
endanger the tourism outlook.

Variation in OTA Reservations vs. 2019

Flight Volumes in European Network Area

Transport strikes through summer across Europe will also
have a negative effect on already strained staffing levels, as
well as likely making the transport sector less appealing to
new recruits

Issues are now most evident within the Aviation industry, as
190,000 European aviation workers were made redundant over
the pandemic.

Germany

*UNWTO World Tourism Barometer. 
Volume 20. Issue 3
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